Prognostic value of tumor cell DNA content determined by flow cytometry using formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded breast cancer tissues.
The use of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor tissues in flow cytometry (FCM)-based determination of tumor cell DNA content is more complicated than the use of fresh-frozen tissues. This study aimed to accurately measure tumor cell DNA content from FFPE tissues by separating tumor cells from stromal cells through FCM and investigating its prognostic impact. We separately measured the DNA contents of tumor cells and stromal cells by gating with pan-cytokeratin and vimentin (FCMC/V). We evaluated tumor cell DNA contents [DNA index (DI)] of 290 FFPE tumor tissues and classified them into low and high DI groups, using a cutoff DI value determined through an unbiased computational method. The distribution of DI was bimodal, and a cutoff value was determined at a DI of 1.26. The high-DI tumors were associated with aggressive phenotypes and had significantly worse distant recurrence-free intervals (DRFI) than low-DI tumors. Multivariate analysis revealed that lymph node metastasis, Ki67, and DI were independent factors affecting DRFI. Accordingly, patients with low-DI/low-Ki67 tumors had excellent outcomes compared with other tumor types. Multiploid tumors were associated with increased lymphocytic infiltration and aggressive phenotypes. The DI of FFPE tumors could be precisely determined through FCMC/V. A combination of DI and Ki67 analyses may be able to predict the prognoses of breast cancer patients with greater accuracy.